IPU New Zealand Tertiary Institute
Scholarship Examination
Date: Sunday, January 13th, 2019
Time: 10:30am - 4pm

1. Condition:

Students must complete at least semester 1 of year 10.
Complete the Scholarship Test Application Form

2. Timeline

The test will take up to 150 minutes. 30 minutes for
speaking skill and 120 minutes for the other sections.
10:30am - Welcome and registration
11:00am - 1:00pm: Written test
1:00pm - 2:00pm: Lunch break
2:00pm - 2:30pm: All about IPU New Zealand
2:30pm - 4:00pm: Speaking test (individual)

3. Structure

The test will examine students’ English ability through
4 language skills: Listening, Writing, Reading and
Speaking.
Its difficulty will be equivalent to IELTS 5.5 - 6.0.
Grammar:
This section will test students’ on their understanding
of English language in terms of word formation, tense,
sentence structure, phrases and so on. Students who
achieve this section will demonstrate fundamental
knowledge of English structural rules and uses.
Vocabulary:
This section will estimate students’ English vocabulary
size and examine their knowledge (as of meaning or
use) of the selected list of words.

Listening:
Students who achieve the listening section will be
able to demonstrate thorough understanding of spoken
text, ability to analyse the context and identify specific
information within the text. This section will also
examine students’ retaining information skills.
Reading:
Students who achieve the reading section will be
able to demonstrate skimming/scanning skills and
comprehension of written text. Additionally, achieving
this section will also mean that students have the
ability to make inferences and guess meaning from
context.
Writing:
This section will test students on their ability to
give satisfactory written response to a given topic.
The students’ writing will be judged in terms of task
response, coherence and cohesion, vocabulary and
grammar.
Speaking:
The speaking section will test students on their ability
to understand spoken questions and give satisfactory
responses in terms of grammar, vocabulary,
coherence, and pronunciation.
Should you have any question, don’t hesitate to
contact our staff member via email:
Vynie Tran - vtran@ipu.ac.nz

IPU New Zealand Tertiary Institute
Scholarship Information
1. SEG Scholarship for international
students
The SEG Scholarship is funded by the SOHSI
Educational Group which spans throughout Japan,
China, Australia and New Zealand. With more than
fifteen educational institutes throughout the AsiaPacific region (including schools, tertiary institutes
and other educational organisations).
We are always looking to help develop students into
the global leaders of the future and scholarships are
one way we can show our support.

3. Fees
These fees are for full-time study per year before
scholarship and subject to change annually at the start
of each new academic year.
Tuition fee (8 papers per
year)
Textbooks

$19,000

Insurance

$500

$200

Administration and Resource $500

There are 3 tiers of scholarship students might receive
toward their tuition fee:

Enrolment

$500

SEG Scholarship A: NZ$7,000/year

Facility

$1,550

SEG Scholarship B: NZ$5,000/year

Accommodation

$15,000 - $17,000

Total

$37,250 - $39,250
(~591,304,625VND ~
623,043,152VND)

SEG Scholarship C: NZ$3,000/year

2. Conditions
For undergraduate students, they must:
2.1. Submit transcripts of their previous studies, and
2.2. Submit an official English score such as IELTS,
and
2.3. Complete an IPU New Zealand scholarship test,
and
2.4. Submit two letters of reference with their
application.

Fees after scholarship
SEG
Scholarship A

$30,250 - $32,250
(~480,219,781VND - ~511,958,308VND)

SEG
Scholarship B

$32,250 - $34,250
(~511,958,308VND - ~543,696,835VND)

SEG
Scholarship C

~$34,250 - $36,250
(~543,696,835VND - ~575,260,800VND)

